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Madrikh Message

Mr. Einstein - You Look a Bit Flushed Today
by Harold Londer

One hundred years ago, on November 25th, 1915, Albert Einstein set down the equation of general relativity. The
mathematics was confirmed a few years later when studies showed that light followed curved paths through space. He had
previously written groundbreaking papers on Brownian Motion, photons, special relativity and, of course, his recognition of
the relationship between energy, the speed of light and mass (E=mc2).
Einstein became an international superstar. To this day, his image is recognized worldwide. Quotations attributed to him are
ubiquitous. Einstein was born in Germany, leaving for Italy in his early teens to avoid conscription into the German army. He
lived and worked in Switzerland as a patent officer before returning to Germany but left for good when confronted with
Hitler and rampant antisemitism. Einstein lived his later years in Princeton, NJ.
In Autobiographical Notes, Einstein says he was raised by “entirely irreligious
(Jewish) parents - to a deep religiousness which reached an abrupt end at the age
of twelve.” He states that he, “soon reached the conviction that much in the
stories of the Bible could not be true.” He goes on to express that, “contemplation
of this world beckoned as a liberation” and though “this road to paradise was not
as comfortable and alluring as the road to the religious paradises, it has shown
itself reliable and I have never regretted having chosen it.”
Some have cited Einstein quotes (“God does not play dice with the universe”) as
showing his belief in God. Einstein clearly states that, “in my opinion the idea of
a personal God is a childlike one. You may call me an agnostic, but I do not share
the crusading spirit of a professional atheist.” In a 1929 letter Einstein writes, “I believe in Spinoza’s God, who reveals
himself in the harmony of all that exists, not in a God who concerns himself with the fate and doings of mankind.” He later
writes, “If something is in me which can be called religious then it is the unbounded admiration for the structure of the world
so far as our science can reveal it.”
Einstein never lost connection to his Jewish identity. In 1952, Prime Minister Ben-Gurion asked him to accept
the Presidency of Israel. Einstein responded, ”I am deeply moved by the offer from our State of Israel and at
once saddened and ashamed that I cannot accept it. I lack both the natural aptitude and experience . . . I am
distressed over these circumstances because my relationship to the Jewish people had become my strongest
human bond.” In 1929 Einstein expressed his feeling that if a Jewish state were to be established, “some
accommodation would have to made to the Arab population. If we do not succeed in finding the path of
honest cooperation and come to terms with the Arabs we shall not have learned anything from our 2000-year
ordeal.”
We have hosted many Or Emet functions in our home. Guests using our bathroom have surely noted a picture
Einstein on a Bike. It has hung there for almost 30 years. I have probably spent more solitary moments of my
life looking at Einstein biking than anyone on earth. He is quite a model for this secular Jew.
The 100th anniversary of Einstein’s greatest scientific moment makes me think about re-reading Walter Isaacson’s
classic biography Einstein: His Life and Universe, but Einstein warns us that “reading after a certain age diverts the
mind too much from its creative pursuits. Any man/woman who reads too much and uses his/her brain too little falls
into lazy habits of thinking.” A good time to end this tale.
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As a secular Jewish humanistic congregation, what kinds of conversations are taking place
among our community in response to events happening an ocean and farther away, and here in
the Twin Cities? It is valuable and meaningful for Or Emet to engage and bond during
holidays and life cycle events, and also during trying times.
In the past two months, Beirut, Ankara, Paris and a Russian airplane have been the targets of
ISIL’s extraordinarily violent attacks. Millions of Syrian refugees are fleeing to Turkey,
Lebanon and Europe seeking safety and a new life. San Bernadino is reeling following what
seems to be a homegrown terrorist attack resulting in the murder of 14 people at a mental
health agency. And here at home, Minneapolis is getting national news coverage following the
aftermath of white police officers fatally shooting an African American under arrest in North
Minneapolis, and local Black Lives Matter (BLM) organizing and protesting for justice.
While we read, watch, and listen to these stories of horror and injustice, beacons of kindness
shine through the coverage. In Ankara, people risked their lives to carry the injured to safety;
in Beirut, a father threw himself at a bomber to save his 6-year-old daughter. In Paris, when
authorities urged people to evacuate the streets, people used the hashtag #porteouverte (open
door) on social media to find and offer people safe shelter, and taxi drivers offered free rides
for the night. And, in Minneapolis, as police closed down the BLM camps in front of the 4th
Precinct police station, the protesters themselves cleaned up the trash left behind. All of these
are just a few examples of remarkable humanitarian secular acts. Time and again during
periods of crisis and unrest, some will cower in fear and prejudice. But we remember and
recognize those who step up to help one another.
With winter and the holiday season upon us, how might we focus on ways to address both
crises in the world and challenges in our local community? In 2010, then-president Margo
Fox wrote on this subject:
…my eyes are open to the injustice, suffering and wrong-headedness in the world.
The thing is, if I dwell on it, it doesn’t make it better or make it go away. If I ignore
it, I’m not living a moral life. If I let it overwhelm me, I become useless. It mustn’t
block out the beauty that exists…that is found in love, friendship, passion, and
nature, and in the goodness and intelligence of people…I’ve decided to practice
Humanistic Judaism; that is, to bring who I am to the table and to contribute what I
can to make the world a better place.
As co-presidents, both of us are at the Or Emet table, and we welcome these conversations.
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About the Or Emet Executive Committee
Many thanks to our Executive Committee which meets monthly to tend to the business of
Or Emet’s business.
Along with participation from non-voting members Dr. Harold Londer (madrikh, ceremonial
leader), Eva Cohen (school director), Joan Barnett (Illuminator editor/publisher), we cover a
lot of ground. Janet Mayer and Lisa Gardner-Springer (co-presidents), Liza Finestack (vice
president), Dan Gladen and Natalie Rosinsky (at-large representatives), and Sharon Miller
(treasurer), all contribute their skills to help make Or Emet a vibrant community this year with
an eye to the future. We have an excellent team!
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Jewish Cultural School Update
by Eva Cohen
Director of Jewish Cultural School and Juniors class teacher

Writing this article, it’s hard to believe the September, October and November sessions of the
Jewish Cultural School (JCS) have already come and gone! This marks my fourth school year as
director of the JCS, and it’s wonderful to see how the school continues to grow and evolve. Some
school-wide highlights from the past months include the debut of a beautiful new JCS sign and
celebrating Sukkot with JCS families and other Or Emet members in the Talmud Torah (TTSP)
sukkah after our October Sunday session. This year we had real lulavim and etrogim on loan from
TTSP for the Sukkot party, and party refreshments included potato knishes and carrot tzimmes
prepared by the Juniors class!
For the first time this year, we’ve split the
school into four classes, and this new age
structure is working out well. Josh Kaplan
continues to teach the Littles (age 3-K) and
Renee Dorman continues to teach the Middles (1st-3rd grade). We’ve
broken the upper grades into two classes—the Juniors (4th-5th grade),
taught by our newest hire, Anna Burnstein-Gillette, and the Bat/Bar
Mitzvah Prep class (6th-7th grade), taught by me. All of our teachers are
doing a fabulous job, and Ben Drucker’s assistance in Renee’s classroom
has been invaluable. We’re also very appreciative of our new babysitter, Elysia Peitzman, and our awesome veteran Hebrew
and music teacher, Sarah Berman-Young.
As always, the JCS owes a debt of gratitude to the parents who have provided snacks, volunteered in
classrooms, and helped with the Sukkot party, as well as program set-up and clean-up.
The Bat/Bar Mitzvah Prep class is small this year—Noah Lindeman and Sammi Bergren are its two
members—but small doesn't mean boring! We have a whole year of awesome monthly group-selected
activities planned. For their first activity/event, students attended a screening of the documentary
Jerusalem at the Twin Cities Jewish Film Festival, heard the film’s director speak, and even got to
meet the director at the reception afterward! Their second event focused on the Maus graphic novels,
by Art Spiegelman. Or Emet member Don Larson and I co-led a book discussion, and then students
took part in a comic art-making workshop with my friend Max Mose, a local comic artist.
Here’s a quick peek into what’s been happening in individual JCS classrooms—
• The Littles have been learning about forgiveness and “making it right,” learning about mizvot
through role-playing and drawing, and learning Hebrew songs and body vocabulary.
• The Middles have been expanding their knowledge of the High Holidays, Sukkot, Shabbat, and
Humanistic Jewish values. Activity highlights include making candy sukkot, having a class Humanistic-style candle lighting
and Kiddush ceremony, and decorating trivets with pictures of their families to remember what Shabbat is all about.
• The Juniors have been studying Jewish history and culture across the diaspora, while also learning about Jewish holidays
and values. Highlights from their last three sessions include reading about the
Jewish diaspora and mapping where their ancestors came from, playing a
Yiddish word game, cooking an Ashkenazi-style meal, learning about
Maimonides’s “Ladder of Tzedakah” and making Tzedakah boxes.
• The Bat/Bar Mitzvah Prep class has been expanding on the learning they did
as Juniors, while also building their Hebrew reading skills, developing their
critical thinking about Jewish culture and history, and preparing for Bat/Bar
Mitzvah. Students have tackled everything from transliterating and
translating lines from Isaiah to making models of Jewish coins from different
periods of revolt against Roman rule to comparing and contrasting
Humanistic and traditional Shabbat blessings.
Feel free to contact me at evarosecohen@gmail.com or 651-285-0406 with JCS-related questions or concerns. I look forward
to seeing you all at upcoming JCS sessions and holiday events!
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News
What’s Been Happening at Or Emet?
by Janet Mayer

Or Emet has been engaged and thriving.We hope you have been able to join us for such programs and activities as:
• High Holiday services, Taschlich, break-the-fast meal
• Sukkot celebration under the sukkah at Talmud Torah
• Rabbi Sherwin Wine’s story and the origins of SHJ
• Les Block and Heidi Ziman’s packed-house performance of the iconic songs of Judy Garland & Barbra Streisand
• A thought-provoking panel and discussion on the seemingly intractable Middle East/Israel/Palestine issues
• Welcome brunch for new and prospective members
• Providing and serving dinner at St. Stephen's Men's Shelter
• Getting to know each other – how our Wondering Jews landed at Or Emet
• Friday Shabbat/Sabbath services, Sunday JCS classes and Bat/Bar Mitzvah projects
• Executive Committee, Leadership Team, April seminar planning
• Saturday Shabbat task force, Hanukkah party planning
• Committees: Media/Communications, Ritual/Music, Illuminator, Program, Social Justice/Social Action, Caring
Circle
There are many ways to belong and contribute to Or Emet. You are invited to attend all of our programs and holiday events.
And we welcome your participation to plan, help make decisions and assist in the many tasks behind the scenes.
Conversations and debates, laughter and listening, and shared rides, snacks or meals together - they all build stronger bonds
between us individually and strengthen our community as a whole.
See you soon!

Saturday Services at Or Emet — New in January and February
by Jane Katz
To make winter programs more appealing, we moved two Friday programs to
Saturday mornings. Each of the mornings begins with a brief Humanistic
Shabbat service. Following the January 16th service, Dr. Richard Logan will
discuss the value of ceremony and ritual. On February 13th Russel Balenger
will lead a presentation about criminal justice and sentencing reform.
Children are welcome to attend the regular service along with their families. After the service and during the adult program,
Eva Cohen, Jewish Cultural School Director, will lead a children’s program with Jewish/Shabbat-themed arts and crafts.
These events are free and open to the public. Oneg refreshments will be served.

An Or Emet Library is Almost a Reality!
by Claire Press

Until now, Or Emet could only dream about having space for library materials we have collected.
Our luck has changed with Talmud Torah’s offer of limited shelving in their library!
In early 2016, the official Kick-Off for our library project will be announced. Watch your inbox
for more information. This is an opportunity for those seeking a home for Jewish and/or
Humanist books and media. Consider donating those materials you’ve used and want to pass
along. Donations are tax-deductible and receipts are available.

Making your items part of our library gives Or Emet members the opportunity to share. If
donated library material is not suitable for Or Emet’s library, it will be returned to the donor. We are looking for a few
volunteers to review donations, determine guidelines and print stickers identifying the books as Property of Or Emet and If
found please return to . . .
If you are interested in being part of this terrific opportunity, contact Claire Press at clairehpress1@aol.com
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Updates
Congratulations to Dr. Richard Logan!
Richard recently accepted an appointment to Vice President of The Society for Humanistic Judaism. Richard has been a
member of the Society’s board and stepped in to fill an unexpected resignation. He is immediate past president of Or Emet.

New Illuminator Policy is in Effect!
Starting with this issue, only a small group of people will receive the Illuminator via postal mail. If
you did not receive a hard copy, and want the real thing, please email newsletter-1@oremet.org or
call 612.834.0197.
Everyone who is on Or Emet’s listserv will continue to receive the e-Illuminator.
As always, Illuminator issues are available at Or Emet programs and events for anyone wishing a paper copy.

Caring Circle

by Faith Oremland and Joan Barnett
Or Emet’s Caring Circle volunteers offer support and practical assistance to members during
stressful periods. The help available (visiting, shopping, companionship, etc) depends on needs.
Please inform Caring Circle if you or another Or Emet member could benefit from our
community’s supportive services. Family, friends and persons in need are welcome to contact us.
Communication is confidential, except when a person wishes certain information to be shared.

Donations
Donations for Or Emet Dinners at St. Stephen’s Shelter
High Holiday Donations
Donald Larsson and Natalie Rosinsky
Neil and Glenda Stein
Harold Londer and Jan Withers
Gary and Margaret Marx
David and Margo Fox
Nell Bean
Ruben Marshall and Barbara Pierce
Sarah Waite and Dave Zukor
General Donations
Bruce Pomerantz
Sharon and Alan Miller
Muriel Sterne
Ben Drucker donated his December cultural school pay
Michal Moskow
Dana Fox
Tom Wegner and Barbara Weisman
Seth Finestack
Karol Rubin
Special thanks to Muriel Sterne for Or Emet’s Jewish Cultural School sign.
Donation in celebration of Rachel Springer’s Bat Mitzvah from her parents, Lisa Gardner-Springer and Colin Springer.

Tribute to Hy Berman
Alan Miller, Or Emet member and creator/host of Access to Democracy, expressed his and Or Emet’s sentiments
Hy Berman - we all lost a friend
There are some lights, when extinguished, which cannot be replaced.
Hy was a fountain of knowledge, but above all, a kind and decent man.
We will miss his wisdom, his humor, his transcendence.
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Recent Special Events
High Holidays 2015/5776
As usual, Or Emet’s High Holiday events at the Sabes JCC offered opportunities to gather together while engaging in
traditional observances with Humanistic Jewish themes and values. Dr. Harold Londer, Or Emet’s Madrikh, led each
service as he has for approximately thirty years. Members provided amazing music with singing,
performing on clarinet, cello, violin, recorder and flute. Johanna Lester performed and
accompanied the music on piano while Dan Gladen blew the shofar ever-so-capably. In
addition, several members offered a range of reflective and thoughtful personal
commentaries.
Rosh Hashanah offers a time for renewal and new
beginnings, focusing on the affirmation of human
power and dignity. A special Oneg showcased an array
of traditional foods, including challah created by recent Bat
and Bar Mitzvah, Rachel Springer and Ian Zukor. For Taschlich, we went to a lake
in Lebanon Hills Park. Dr. Harold Londer opened with a brief ceremony, then we
tossed our symbolic regrets into the water to begin the new year renewed.
Following the Taschlich ritual, we enjoyed a potluck lunch and concluded the
service at the Millers’ nearby home.
The Yom Kippur Kol Nidre service provided a reminder of our humanness and
connection to each other while supplying a time to gather and reflect.
The afternoon service underscored on the solemnity of the day with opportunities to
begin a year with behaviors we value.
Break-the-Fast featured a traditional potluck dairy meal at the Sabes Jewish
Community Center immediately following the service.

Hanukkah Party

Or Emet’s annual Hanukkah party, on December 12th, the seventh night of Hanukkah, was a resounding success! Many
families along with lots of children gathered at the Wellstone Center at Neighborhood House in St. Paul to celebrate the
Festival of Lights with good food, family fun and lively musical and theatrical performances by Jewish Cultural School
students. As in previous years, Madrikh Harold Londer led the Hanukkah program and a symbolic Humanistic candle
lighting of our handsome electric menorah.
Songs and skits began after the menorah-lighting. With Sarah Berman-Young’s vocal lead, each of the JCS classes and their
teachers regaled everyone with singing. After dinner, the Juniors class performed Hershel and the Hanukkah Goblins, a
short play. The children’s presentations were highly entertaining with jokes and energetic performances.
Or Emet members’ potluck food included plenty of homemade latkes. The children’s activity table started with coloring and
playing dreidel until forgotten decorations necessitated a shift into creating last-minute Hanukkah decor.
Like all Or Emet events, the Hanukkah party was a team effort. We can’t manage without volunteers doing everything. We
are fortunate Sonny Taylor photographed (always skillfully) this party (and others). In particular, Or Emet teens were
extremely helpful with party set-up, clean-up and kitchen tasks, including heating and serving latkes.
Our Hanukkah party offered the opportunity to remember on the ancient and traditional celebration of the holiday, along
with new meanings for today. For Humanistic Jews, Hanukkah celebrates human strength and ingenuity, hope and bravery.
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Not to be missed!

SAVE THE DATES FOR OR EMET’S SPECIAL GUEST
RABBI ADAM CHALOM
Thursday, April 7 through Sunday, April 10
A weekend of dynamic seminars, workshops and adult education events
Rabbi Chalom is the Rabbi of Kol Hadash Humanistic Congregation in north suburban Chicago, as well as the
Dean for North America of the International Institute for Secular Humanistic Judaism (IISHJ). He has
represented our movement with great insight and eloquence in local, regional and national media since well
before his ordination by IISHJ in 2001.
This will be a special weekend for the local Humanistic Jewish community and beyond. Chalom’s keynote
workshops in April, titled “Routes and Roots: The Evolution of Secular Humanistic Judaism,” are open to Or
Emet members at no cost, and will be held on Saturday and Sunday at Hamline University. Several Or Emet
members will participate in the workshops as “leaders in training” as part of our long-term succession plans.
Look for more details as the events get closer!
Additionally, Rabbi Chalom will lead the Shabbat program on Friday, April 8, 2016 at the Minneapolis Sabes
Jewish Community Center. The program is titled, “Integrity and Continuity: Humanistic Judaism and Jewish
Tradition.” As always, our Shabbat program is free and open to the public.
On Thursday, April 7, Rabbi Chalom will also speak at the University of Minnesota. The program is titled
"Holidays without the Holy: Secular Approaches to Celebrations" and is being sponsored by CASH, the
campus-wide organization of affiliation for Humanists, with Congregation Or Emet as a co-sponsor.
HELP OR EMET SPREAD THE WORD
The Rabbi Chalom event task force and executive committee of Or Emet are seeking contributions to help make
these events as impactful as possible. To make a donation or sponsor an event or leadership training, please
contact Sharon Miller at treasurer-1@oremet.org or call 612.787.7812.
Read more about and by Rabbi Chalom at his blogsite: https://hjrabbi.wordpress.com/about/

The World of Sephardic Jews — Or Emet Program on May 13, 2016
by Jane Katz

As a child living in Madrid with her family, Stacy Beckwith fell in love with the language and culture of the
Sephardic Jews. In the city's only open synagogue in a secluded alley, she studied Hebrew and
prayer with a Moroccan Torah scribe. Writes Dr. Beckwith, "He wrote stories and prayers in
my notebook in his gorgeous Hebrew. It was magical, and it was my early inspiration for
learning Hebrew, and ultimately, for teaching." From then on, she focused her research on
Sephardic Jews.
Dr. Beckwith’s program will give an overview of the history of Jews in Spain, the plight
of the conversos during the Inquisition and the Jewish exodus, as well as their subsequent
return to Spain in the 19th Century. In a PowerPoint presentation, she will show her treasured old notebooks
and introduce us to Spanish authors who have portrayed Jews in historical novels. Dr. Beckwith is Professor of
Hebrew, Chair of Middle Eastern Languages, and Director of Judaic Studies at Carleton College.
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Tikkun Olam
Social Justice/Social Action: Listening House Update

by Claire Press
For several years, one of Or Emet’s Tikkun Olam activities has
been collecting donations for Listening House, St. Paul shelter
and community center for homeless and disadvantaged people.
Our contributions provide needed practical assistance.

A big Thank You to the Or Emet community for their ongoing
generosity in filling the Listening House basket with personal care items. Please continue to drop
off donations at our Sunday and Friday programs.
With the arrival of harsh winter weather, warm items are especially needed, such as gloves, hats,
scarves, hand-warmers, toasty socks and clothing. Also, bags of Halls cough drops are helpful during winter.
Don’t forget, unwanted blankets, throws, afghans, warm coats and sweaters are also needed.
Think Listening House before giving to a thrift store. Donations are tax-deductible and receipts are available.
Todah Rabah!

Member Article
A Stereotype That Bugs Me

by Howard Schneider
Stereotypes about Jews abound in American culture. Some are more benign, some more annoying, and some more
dangerous than others. These two paired together are even comically contradictory:
- Jews are communists- revolutionaries committed to overthrowing capitalism!
- Jews are shrewd businessmen — own all the banks and control the world economy!
Stereotypes are “socially constructed” and do not describe an inevitable, fixed reality. They reflect power, class, and ingroup/out-group relations at a particular time and place. In the late 19th century Jews in America were dirty, uneducated,
smelly, scurrilous and stupid. That was then… this is now.
Gendered stereotypes are particularly popular — the Jewish mother, the Jewish American Princess, and the bumbling Jewish
male who can hardly change a light bulb.
During my six years working at the St. Paul Jewish Federation and even here at Or Emet, I have heard comments about how
Jewish men are inept around the house — “not handy” or “not good with their hands.” Was this stereotype prevalent a
hundred years ago? Unlikely.
Jews in America largely populated the working class in late 19th and early to mid-20th century:
men working with their hands, most conspicuously in the clothing industry (and women, too),
but also in the building trades as glaziers, plumbers, and painters. My maternal grandpa was a
roofer and I had Jewish friends whose dads were butchers and barbers.
Fortunately, with my dad as a role model (I re-built an outboard motor, made kitchen cabinets,
and could fix anything), I tackle handyman chores and building projects. I set up workshops in
the five houses Mary and I have owned. Though a friend’s college girlfriend said that I was the
“sensitive Jewish type,” I do more than change light bulbs.
As Humanists we know that we have the power to change ourselves and the world… and to
challenge stereotypes by using power and hand tools, repairing stuff, and building things.

Howard’s workshop

In addition to collecting food donations and serving meals at St. Stephen’s, Or Emet members could work beside other
community volunteers building Habitat for Humanity homes using skills we would learn.
And I invite Or Emet members to send pictures of your workshops. Perhaps we could proudly create an Or Emet
collage!
I’ll end with an old Yiddish saying: Nine rabbis can’t make a minyan, but 10 shoemakers can.
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Programs and Events — January - June 2016
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY PROGRAMS
Friday/Saturday programs are at
Sabes Jewish Community Center
4330 Cedar Lake Rd S, St. Louis Park 55416

SUNDAY PROGRAMS
Sunday programs are at
The Talmud Torah Building
768 Hamline Ave. South, St. Paul 55116

Friday programs are at 7:30 pm
Saturday programs are at 10:00 am
The programs include a brief Humanistic Shabbat service
and Oneg reception.

Adult programs meet from 10:00 - 12:30 pm (during
Jewish Cultural School classes). Childcare is available.
Sunday, January 24, 2016
Program: Traveling in the Wandering, Wondering Jewish
World(s)
Don Larsson, Or Emet member, will facilitate discussion
focusing on Jewish communities outside the US and Israel.
Audience members are welcome to share relevant travel
experiences including stories, photos and memorabilia.

Saturday, January 16, 2016
Program: Why Ritual and Ceremony Matter
Presenter: Dr. Richard Logan, Or Emet member and
immediate past president
Discussion will highlight the role rituals and ceremonies
play in the lives of secular groups such as Or Emet.

Sunday, February 21
Program: Using Art as Social Change: Social Activism
Through the Arts
Presenter: Liz Greenbaum, Or Emet member, Founder
and Executive Director of ArtiCulture, arts education
center

Saturday, February 13
Program: Criminal Justice and Sentencing Reform
Presenters: Russel Balenger, BA Psychology from
Antioch College, Founder and CEO of Circle of Peace
Movement (a grass-roots organization dedicated to ending
violence and promoting justice)
A Jewish Community Action organizer will also present
JCA’s sentencing reform initiative.

Sunday, March 20
Program: Art Show featuring Or Emet artists exhibiting
their works and sharing experiences.

Friday, March 11
Program: Jewish Humor in Irish Detective Fiction
Presenter: Dr. Michal Moscow
Professor of Communications, Writing and Arts at Metro
State University

Sunday, April 17
Program: Arabic Music — A multimedia presentation
Presenter: Dr. Yaron Klein, Associate Professor of Arabic
and Middle Eastern Languages, Carleton College
Sunday, May 22
Program and presenter to be determined

Friday, April 8
Program: Integrity and Continuity: Humanistic Judaism
and Jewish Tradition
Presenter: Rabbi Adam Chalom
Dean, International Institute for Secular Humanistic
Judaism
Friday, May 13
Program: Jews and Spaniards, Spaniards and Jews:
Perceptions and Portrayals since the 14th Century
Presenter: Dr. Stacy Beckwith, Hebrew and Middle
Eastern Languages Professor, Director of Judaic Studies,
Carleton College

SPECIAL EVENTS IN 2016
Saturdays, January 9, March 26 • 7:00 to 8:30 pm at St. Stephen’s Human Services Emergency Shelter
In the spirit of Tikkun Olam, Or Emet volunteers provide and serve dinner for shelter guests four times each year.
Thursday, April 7 through Sunday, April 10 — A weekend of dynamic seminars and workshops
Presented by Rabbi Adam Chalom • Hamline University campus • Refer to article on page 7
Saturday, April 23 • 5:00 –8:00 pm at The First Unitarian Society, 900 Mt Curve Ave, Mpls 55403
Or Emet Humanistic Passover Seder • More information will be available closer to the event.
Sunday, June 5 • Lake Nokomis Community Center
10:00 am - 12:00 pm Or Emet's Annual Meeting with election of officers
12:00 noon – 2:00 pm Or Emet's Potluck Picnic
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SAVE THESE DATES
Thursday, April 8 through Sunday, April 10
A WEEKEND OF DYNAMIC OR EMET
SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS

Presented by
Rabbi Adam Chalom
of Kol Hadash Humanistic Congregation in Chicago
and Dean for North America of the International
Institute for Secular Humanistic Judaism (IISHJ)

250 Turners Crossroad South
Apt 324
Golden Valley, MN 55416

